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May 21, 1992

1CAN059205

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washing' an, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. D P R--51
Licensee Event Report 50-313/92-002-00

Gentlemen

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), enclosed is the subject
report concerning the seismic qualification of Post Accident Monitoring
instrumentation.

Very truly yours,

|

9., -

. James J. FiSWcato
Director. Licensing

JJF/EKH/mmg
Enclosure
cc: Regional Administrator

Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-8064

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle, 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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Lon April 21, 1992, while performing an Engineering wcikdown to evaluate the
acceptability of leaving certain non-permanent items inside the Reactor Building
(RO) during plant ope.ation, it was identified that a scismic Category II
. scaf folding storage rack could have potentially rendered one channel of Technical
Specifications related RB water level instrumentation inoperable i f a seismic event

had_ occurred. Two channels seismic Category I RB water level instrumentationa

provide post-Loss of Coolant Accident water level indication in the RB basement in
accordance with the recommendations of NUREG-0578. The seismic Category II
= scaffolding storage rack is located in closn proximity to the sensors for one level
channel. This condition represented a seismic II/I concern since the RB water level
instrumentation could have been struck by the scaf folding during' a design hasis -
earthquake and rendered inoperable. The root cause of this condition was determined
to-be inadequate configuration control regarding work processes in the RB which
failed to consider the potential impact that the scaffolding could have on the
seismic qualification of the level instrumentation. A seismic structural barrier
has.been installed t.o protect the RB water level instrumentation from being impacted
by scaf folding stored in the storage rack.
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A. Plant Status

At the time this condition was. identified, Arkansas huclear One Unit 1 (ANO-1)
was in cold shutdown conditions with Reactor Coolant System (RCS) [AB]
temperatnre at 88 degrees and pressure at 0 psig. Refueling outage IR10 was in
progress.

-B. Event Description

On April 21, 1992, while performing an Engineering walkdown to evaluate the
acceptability of leaving certain non-permanent items inside the Reactor Building
(RB) (NH] during plant operation, it was identified that a seismic Category 11
scaffolding storage rack could have potentially rendered one channel of
Technical Specificaticas related RB water level instrumentation inoperable if a
seismic event had occurred.

Two channels of seismic Category I RB water level instrumentation (LI-5645,
LI-5646) were installed in 1981 per a Design Change Package in order to provide
post Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) water Icvel indication in the Reactor
Building basement in accordance with NUREG-0578.

The seismic Category II scaffolding storage rack, which was installed in 1982
through the Job order process, is located in close proximity to the sensors for
level channel LI-5646. This condition represented a seismic II/I concern since
the RB water level instrumentation could have been struck by the scaf folding and
rendered inoperable during a design basis earthquake.

C. Root Cause
:

|- The root cause of- this condit1o_n was determined to be inadequate configuration
_ _

control at the time the scaffolding rack was installed in the Reactor Building.
The potential-impact the scaffolding rack could have on the sciamic
qualification of the-level instrumentation was not taken into consideration.

-D. Corrective Actions
,

A seismic structural barrier was installed to protect the RB water level
instrumentation from being impacted by scaf folding stored in the storage rack
thus returning these instruments to operable status.

|
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A policy will be established regarding the acceptability of items to be left
,

inside the RB during operation. implementation of this policy is intended to
result in a list of acceptable components and material that may be stored in
each unit. The policy will be in place prior to restart from the next Unit 2
refueling outage, estimated to be December 1, 1992.

Procedural controls presently in place are considered adequate to prevent the
occurrence of similar conditions. These controls include:

An Impact Statement is required to be included in all Job Ordet Packages with*

the except.lon of those packages which inspect, calibrate or repair equipment
which is not scheduled to be put in a plant systen a f ter work is complete.
The Impact Statement must address the effect the identitled work activity may
have on the component, system or plant.

Modifications to the plant which involve changes to plant equipment or*

structures are required to have an enginenting evaluation.

Existing design review requirements for Design Change Package development*

contain clear and specific instructions concerning the qualified
configuration of components or systems and should prevent a similar
occurrence due to Design Change package installation.

In addition, an engineering evaluation is required for identified equipment*

which is not a permanent fixture of the RB but required to be left inside the
building during operation.

E. Safety Significance

Two channels of RB water level instrumentation (LI-5645, LI-5646) are installed

to provide post-LOCA water level indication in the RB basement in accordance
with the recommendations of NUREG-057G. Th6 scaf folding h id the potential of

damaging the sensing elements for one channel (LI-5646) of the level
instrumentation if a design basis earthquake had occurred. Ilowever, the

redundant- channel (LI-5645) was .not af fected by this condition and- world have
remained operable. In addition, the safety analysis of the plant doos- not

,

require that both a seismic event and a LOCA be considered to occur
simultaneously. Therefore, since the function of the instrumentation would not
be credited following a seismic event and the failure mechanism would not be
present following a LOCA, this condition is considered to have been of minimal
safety significance.

. _ _ ~ .. . ,
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F. Basis For Reportability

On January 31, 1985, the ANO-1 Technical Specifications were amended to include
post accident monitoring instrumentation in accordance with the requirements of
NUREG-0737. Included in the amendment was the requirement for two channels of
RB water level instrumentat.f on to be operable. In the event one channel becomes
inoperable and containment- entry is required to facilitato repair, Lbc
increrable channel must be restored by the next refueling outage. Since level
channel _LI-5646 was inoperable for more than one refueling cycle this condition
represented an operation prohibited by Technical Specifications reportable-

. pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

G. Additional Information

There have been no previous similar events reported as Licensee Event Reports by
ANO.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as
[XX].
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